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Abstract
Most Goyim (a Jewish word for non Jews, with
connotations of “cattle”) would probably be surprised to
learn how vitriolic is the hatred expressed in the Jewish
Talmud (the Jewish religious “guide books”) against the
Goy(im). Since the Talmud is as religiously important to
the Jews as the Torah (the first five books of the old
testament) it is not surprising that Jews have made
themselves so hated in almost every place they have
congregated in large numbers. A religion that preaches
hatred towards all non Jews is going to make Jews behave
in anti-Goy ways, which in turn will create anti-Semitic
reactions from the Goy abused by the Talmud influenced
Jews.
I will end (except for some conclusions) this essay with a
mass of quotes from the Talmud (with chapter and verse, so
you can check their authenticity.) I think you will be
shocked at the level of vitriolic hatred in these many verses.
They show how deep was the hatred of the Goy that was

felt by the Jewish authors who wrote these verses in the
Talmud (which is a series of religious guide books, filled
with commentaries on commentaries by Jewish scholars
over the millennia, studied by serious Jewish religious
scholars.) To my mind, this hatred expressed by these
Jewish scholars, shows how strong the anti-Semitism was
at the time they wrote, and they were writing over many
centuries, and over several different regions.
If one looks at the larger picture in Europe over the past
1000 years, i.e. plenty of time for the relations between the
Jews and the host countries or dukedoms they lived in to
manifest themselves, then one sees that the Jewish track
record is appalling. The Jews have been thrown out of
cities, dukedoms, regions, countries more than 100 times,
independently of each other. This historical fact can be
checked, by consulting Jewish scholars who specialize in
anti-Semitism
(e.g.
http://www.eretzyisroel.org/~jkatz/expulsions.html) These
expulsions of the Jews can be interpreted in several ways,
which is partly what this essay is about.
The Jewish interpretation (as seen by the Goy interpretation)
is ego defensive, i.e. “We poor Jews, always the victim of
prejudice against us by the Goy.”). The Goy interpretation
is more realistic. If the Jews make themselves hated
wherever they go, independently, over millennia, then
obviously the Jews are behaving in a way that generates
this hatred. There must be something in the attitudes of
Jews towards other peoples (the Goy) i.e. some form of
deep seated anti-Goyism, that generates a backlash on the

part of the Goy, an anti-Semitism, to counteract the antiGoyism of the Jews.
I think the latter interpretation makes more sense given the
evidence. Why has it happened so often, that Jews would
migrate to a country in large numbers, that was initially
tolerant towards them, and a mere half century later that
country had become intolerant of them and had thrown
them out. This happened so many times in Europe, it
became an obvious pattern.
This essay gives a partial answer to that question, namely,
that the religion of the Jews, their Judaism, teaches them to
hate the Goy. Since a religion is such a powerful cultural
force binding a people together, it is not surprising that
over many centuries, Jews have behaved towards Goy as
though they (the Goy) were inferiors, to be treated with
contempt. Not surprisingly, the Goy reacted to this, and
eventually had the Jews thrown out of their country,
dukedom, city, etc.
One wonders why the Jews have not learned a cultural
lesson from this historical pattern. Why have the Jewish
people not had the thought “We Jews are history’s most
hated people. Some social group on the earth must fill that
role. That is a mathematical certainty, and it’s us. Why us?
What do we do everywhere we go, to make ourselves so
hated? Why do we get thrown out repeatedly, time after
time after time? How are we behaving towards the Goy that
makes them hate us so much?

I rarely read anything written by a Jewish intellectual (sage)
attempting to give an honest answer to this question. It is as
though the Jewish people are trapped in a collective ego
defense that does not allow them to look on themselves as
hatable creatures. Perhaps there is a genetic component to
Jewish attitudes as well? What is clear, is that the Jews
never learn. They keep getting thrown out, wherever they
go.
Now that the Jews have Israel, which was obtained by theft
from the Palestinians (whom they ethnically cleansed, with
Israeli death squads, and crammed 2 million Palestinian
refugees into Gaza, the world’s largest concentration camp)
they can abuse themselves, but how much longer will Israel
exist, given the world wide disgust at the Israeli treatment
of the Palestinians? There is growing talk of the “South
Africanization of Israel.”
My personal solution to the problem of the Jews is that
once we have a world democratic state, the world
government “Globa” should then try to get the Jews to buy
a new “Israel” but this time with the cooperation of the
sellers. There is a lot of relatively empty space on the earth
that the Israelis could transform into a successful and
peaceful country. The Jews seem incapable of doing this
for themselves. Their almost genetic tendency is to use
stealth, i.e. sneaky tactics to get what they want, and to hell
with the people who are tricked. Of course, this trickery
generates hatred towards the Jews by those duped. It’s bad
enough to be suckered by someone, but to be suckered by
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In fact, superior Ashkenazi intelligence is part of the
problem that the Jews have. There are many peoples who
hate everyone else, but they don’t have the collective
intelligence to dominate them, because they are too stupid.
For example, blacks or Arabs will never dominate the
world, because the average IQ of black Africans is only 70,
and that of Arabs only 85, whereas the average IQ of
Ashkenazi Jews in the US is a whopping 115, i.e. a full
standard deviation above the average white IQ score. That
is, the average IQ of Ashkenazi Jews in the US is as much
above the average white IQ score, as the average white IQ
score is above the average black American IQ score (of 85,
the same as the Arabs.)
With such a whopping IQ superiority, the Ashkenazi Jews
in the US are easily tempted to achieve their Talmudic
prophecy of dominating the world, with its world capitol in
Jerusalem. The Rothschild’s have had this dream for
several centuries and have been implementing this master
plan ever since. Even today, 80% of Israel is owned by the
Rothschilds. Jewish central banksters bribed Churchill,
Roosevelt, Stalin and even Hitler to push for WW2. Hitler
was financed in 1923 by the Oppenheims and the Warburgs
(one brother in Germany, and the other in New York, who
wrote the Federal Reserve act that allowed the Jewish
banksters, and especially the European Rothschilds to steal
trillions of dollars from US taxpayers.)

The Rothschilds contacted Lord Balfour in the UK with the
idea that if the UK would give the Jews (i.e. the
Rothschilds) Palestine at the end of WW1, then the
Rothschilds would persuade their Jewish colleagues who
owned the US media, to rustle up an anti-German publicity
campaign which would bring the US into WW1 and tip the
balance of the war to the UK’s favor. This is what
happened. So the Rothschilds got Palestine, by
manipulating the US, the UK, and betraying Germany,
since the Rothschilds were living in Germany.
No wonder Hitler hated the Jewish banksters. Nevertheless,
he accepted the money of the Warburgs and Oppenheims
(fellow Jewish banksters with the Rothschilds, along with
the Schiffs, etc). The Schiffs financed the transport of
Lenin (quarter or half Jewish) and Trotsky (whose Jewish
name was Lev Bronstein) to Russia to foment the “Russian
Revolution”, which in reality was a Jewish putsch. Once
the Jews had control of Russia they slaughtered about 66
million white Christian Russians, according to Solzhenitsyn
in his books.
Schiff spent $20M of his own money to finance the training
and transport of 100s of Jewish communist revolutionaries
to Russia. He was successful, since Trotsky proved to be a
brilliant general. Schiff then pocketed about $200M of the
Czar’s gold, whom he ordered to be murdered, which had
been the plan in his own mind all along. He just wanted the
money.

Hitler was funded by the Warburgs and Oppenheims who
were agents of the Rothschilds because the Rothschilds
needed to force Jewish Germans out of Germany, who were
becoming too assimilated into German culture, and did not
want to live in a desert and fight Arabs, as they would have
had to do if they had lived in Palestine. Hitler truly hated
the Jewish elite, who had caused Germany to lose WW1,
and who had committed the worst genocide in history
(against the white Christian Russians in the 1920s by
murdering more than 60 million of them, “The Russian
Holocaust”) as explained above. When Hitler came to
power in 1933, the international Jewish community,
especially in the US, undertook an international boycott
against buying German manufactured goods, which
Germany needed to sell to buy imported food. So these
elite Jews tried to starve the German people.
They underestimated Hitler who simply banished German
Jews from positions of power. In particular, Hitler removed
the Rothschilds from Germany’s central bank, and created
an interest free banking system controlled by the
government, instead of a private Jewish controlled central
bank, which forced tax payers to pay back the principal and
interest on “loans” given to the German government of
money printed out of thin air by the central bank to cover
government debt, a system we still have today in the US,
Britain, and most western countries.
As a result of Hitler’s interest-free central bank, the
German economy thrived, and the 6 million Germans who
were unemployed when he came to power in 1933, were

employed within a few years, showing what a country can
do when it throws off its Jewish controlled central bank, a
lesson the US, Europe and most of the western world, still
needs to learn.
To the Rothschilds, the loss of the huge amount of money
made from this massive Jewish central-bank theft was
intolerable, so they started plotting the creation of WW2 to
remove Hitler so that a Jewish central bank could be
restored to Germany. The Rothschilds owned Shell, whose
CEO bribed Churchill who was almost bankrupt in 1936, to
start heavy criticism of Hitler. The Rothschild agents in the
US, the Warburgs, Schiffs, etc had bribed Roosevelt in the
1930s, so Roosevelt was pushed to start WW2 as well.
Similar machinations went on with the French and the
Japanese. Roosevelt turned off the oil supplies to Japan and
placed the US fleet within attack distance by the Japanese
in Pearl Harbor. The Japanese with only a few weeks of oil
left had no choice but to declare war on the US. After Pearl
Harbor, the US could also attack Germany. The
Rothschilds also had their people in Poland who organized
massacres of Germans living in the western piece of Poland
that was taken from Germany after WW1. When Hitler
invaded Poland to stop the massacres of Germans by the
Poles, Britain and France, used that as an excuse to declare
war on Germany. Both the British leader (Churchill) and
the French prime minister, by that time were “bought” by
the Rothschilds. What started out as a dispute between
Germany and Poland, became a European war, and after
Pearl Harbor, a world war, an extremely profitable
enterprise for Jewish central banksters such as the

Rothschilds and their Jewish cronies. Jewish central
banksters love wars, and actively engineer them.
By the time WW2 started, two thirds of German Jews had
emigrated, mostly to Palestine, or the US. The smartest of
them went to the US, which explains why the average IQ of
American Jews is so high. They were highly genetically
filtered.
The role that Jewish evil genii such as the Rothschilds have
played in recent world history is so extreme, that you
would have to be a stone not to hate them, once you have
become informed, which is something the internet is now
doing (until the Jewish evil elite find a way of censoring it.)
One wonders about the mentality of people like the
Rothschilds, the Warburgs, the Schiffs, etc, these evil
Jewish genii (whom I label “MEjews” i.e. massively evil,
massively exploitative Jews) who obviously treat the
people they manipulate like cattle, (which is the major
connotation of the word “Goy” by the way.) Where did
their utter contempt for the lives and wellbeing of their
victims come from? Did Schiff care about the 66 million
white Christian Russians his Jewish communist
revolutionaries butchered? Of course not. He wanted the
Czar’s gold. The white Christian Russians were Goy, and
what were Goy to him, a Talmud influenced Jew.
So what does the Talmud actually teach Jews about the
Goy? When one learns that the Talmud teaches Jews that
the Goy are cattle, to be abused and exploited by the Jews,

a distinctly superior people, then the behavior of people
like the Rothschilds, the Warburgs, the Schiffs, etc and in
more modern times, the American Jewish Central
Banksters who rob us of half our taxes with the Jewish,
privately controlled, Fed scam, and the American Jewish
Neocons who push Americans into constant extremely
expensive wars (the Iraq and Afghanistan wars cost $3T
each) that benefit Israel but not the US, makes more sense.
Why do these MEjews abuse us so, and why have we been
so slow to throw these MEjews out of the US?
Well, the MEjews are smarter than the Goy, and quickly
learned to control the minds of the Goy. Once the
Rothschilds took control of the Bank of England just after
the battle of Waterloo, when Napoleon was defeated by
Wellington and Blucher, they bought Reuters, which then
created AP (Associated Press). MEjews control the media
in most of the powerful countries of the western world.
In the US for example, they control Hollywood, pumping
out 1000s of Holocaust movies about the gassing of 6
million Jews that in reality never happened. Gorbachev
opened up the Russian archives in the late 1980s and
researchers found the death certificates of all the prisoners
of Auschwitz who died and how they died. There were
70,000 deaths, 40,000 of them Jews, who died mostly of
starvation and typhus.
The allies had control of the skies in the last months of the
war, and had bombed all the railway tracks, so no food
trains could get through. Everyone was starving. The

German guards took most of the little food that got through,
so the emaciated bodies of dead Jews seen in the
concentration camp movies were caused indirectly by the
allied bombing effort.
The MEjew dominated Hollywood, and the MEjew
dominated US media then started a propaganda campaign
pushing the idea of the gassing of 6 million Jews to create a
source of “guilt money” for Israel, $3B a year from the US,
and $1B a year from Germany. Without these annual thefts,
Israel could not survive. At the end of the WW2, General
Eisenhower, a Jew (his mother was Jewish) who later
became US president, allowed a million German POWs
(prisoners of war) to starve to death, as documented in a
book by a Canadian, called “Other Losses.” He also caused
5 million German civilians to starve to death as well.
So these MEjews are not very nice people. In fact they are
truly hatable, and should be hated. They should be routed
out and prosecuted for being the massive criminals against
humanity that they are. This is now what needs to be done,
now that millions of educated people are waking up to their
massive crimes.
But I keep coming back to the basic question, what
motivated them to behave in such monstrous ways? What
makes Jews behave so badly towards the Goy? Is it a
vicious circle, i.e. the Jews hate the Goy because the Goy
hate the Jews? But Jews make themselves hated with all
Goy, so the root cause must be with the Jews. So what
causes the Jews to hate the Goy? This essay says, a large

part of the answer is the very negative influence of the
Talmud and its vitriolic hatred against the Goy expressed in
it.
I will give dozens of examples of passages taken from the
Talmud (with chapter and verse) so that you will see that it
is not the case that an odd verse here or there was written
by some deranged rabbi, but rather that there are so many
passages, that the message is clear, namely that the Talmud
teaches Jews to hate the Goy, i.e. everyone else, i.e. all
peoples except themselves. It is therefore not surprising
that Jews behave badly towards the Goy, and it is not
surprising that the Goy resent this anti-Goy behavior and
become anti-Semitic.
As an example of bad Jewish behavior, take the case of
Jewish money lenders in Russia several centuries ago. They
lent money to illiterate Russian peasants who barely
understood the concept of interest on a debt (the Russian
Orthodox Church at the time was anti usury.) The Jewish
money lenders would charge an annual interest of 40%
sometimes, which they would never do to themselves. Of
course, the Russian peasants could not repay the loan, so
the Jewish money lenders would take the crop and the
following year, they would take the farm.
Bitterness against the Jews in Russia built up to the point
where Russians started killing Jews (progroms) and there
were so many incidents of this kind, that eventually the
Czar banished the Jews to a remote unfertile region of
western Russia, which was something that the Russian

Jews never forgave him for, and when the Russian
revolution came (actually the Jewish Putsch) they took
their revenge on the Russian people and killed 66 million of
them (says Solzhenitsyn), a far greater holocaust than the
few million Jews that Hitler’s regime killed in eastern
Europe and Russia.
This kind of thing happened again and again. The
Portuguese threw out the Jews, so too did the Spaniards, the
British, the French, the Germans, the Poles, etc, etc, etc, etc,
with boring monotony, over 100 times in Europe over the
past 1000 years, as mentioned earlier.
Imagine now you are a bright Jewish child, and you begin
studying the Talmud, one of the two main religious texts of
the Jewish community (the other being the Torah.) Jews
have a strong tradition of promoting the education of their
best and brightest, something which the Catholic Church
should have done but didn’t. The Jews actively encouraged
their brightest members, the Rabbis to have lots of kids,
which had an obvious progenic effect on the Jewish
average IQ level. The Catholic Church, to keep the wealth
of the church within the church, pushed a celibacy policy
onto its brightest members, its priests and bishops and
cardinals, which had an obvious dysgenic effect on the
average IQ level of the Christians.
Not surprisingly, the (Ashkenazi) Jews (i.e. those from
eastern Europe, who by the way are not real Jews at all, but
converted Khazars, a kingdom dating from around 900 AD
between the Caspian and Black Seas, which converted to

Judaism, and was later invaded by the Mongols. The
Khazars fled north into western Russia and Poland. Recent
DNA sequencing tests have shown the male Ashkenazi
Jews are descendents from the Khazars, which rather
refutes the Zionist argument of returning to Palestine, when
80% of Jews are not Semites, but are the descendents of
Khazars.)
The other 20% are Semites, the Sephardic Jews, who are
descended from Palestine, and look Arab in their features,
and have the average IQ of Arabs, i.e. 85. Ashkenazi Jews
look more Turkish, i.e. more Khazarian. Since the
Ashkenazi Jews are brighter than the Sephardic Jews, the
former look down on the latter. Israel today is profoundly
hierarchical. The Ashkenazi Jews are at the top, the
Sephardic Jews are in the middle, and the black Ethiopian
Jews with their average black African IQ of only 70 are at
the bottom, and treated as scum, the way white South
Africans treated blacks, and eventually created an apartheid
(separateness) policy. Israel is also profoundly racist. In
today’s Israel, it is against Israeli law for a Jew to marry a
Goy (a non Jew).
This profoundly racist Israeli state is utterly consistent with
the teachings of the Talmud, which emphasize the
superiority of the Jewish people over all others, “the (self)
chosen people” – for example – (these many quotes were
taken from http://www.missionislam.com/nwo/talmud.htm)
"The Jews are called human beings, but the non-Jews are not
humans. They are beasts."
Talmud: Baba mezia, 114b

"The Akum (non-Jew) is like a dog. Yes, the scripture teaches
to honor the dog more than the non-Jew."
Ereget Raschi Erod. 22 30
"Even though God created the non-Jew they are still animals in
human form. It is not becoming for a Jew to be served by an
animal. Therefore he will be served by animals in human
form."
Midrasch Talpioth, p. 255, Warsaw 1855
"A pregnant non-Jew is no better than a pregnant animal."
Coschen hamischpat 405
"The souls of non-Jews come from impure spirits and are called
pigs."
Jalkut Rubeni gadol 12b
"Although the non-Jew has the same body structure as the Jew,
they compare with the Jew like a monkey to a human."
Schene luchoth haberith, p. 250 b
"If you eat with a Gentile, it is the same as eating with a dog."
Tosapoth, Jebamoth 94b
"If a Jew has a non-Jewish servant or maid who dies, one
should not express sympathy to the Jew. You should tell the
Jew: "God will replace 'your loss', just as if one of his oxen or
asses had died".
Jore dea 377, 1
"Sexual intercourse between
between animals."
Talmud Sanhedrin 74b
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"It is permitted to take the body and the life of a Gentile."
Sepher ikkarim III c 25
"It is the law to kill anyone who denies the Torah. The
Christians belong to the denying ones of the Torah."
Coschen hamischpat 425 Hagah 425. 5
"A heretic Gentile you may kill outright with your own hands."
Talmud, Abodah Zara, 4b

"Every Jew, who spills the blood of the godless (non-Jews), is
doing the same as making a sacrifice to God."
Talmud: Bammidber raba c 21 & Jalkut 772
Moed Kattan 17a . If a Jew is tempted to do evil he should go to
a city where he is not known and do the evil there.
Hitting a Jew is the same as hitting God
Sanhedrin 58b. If a heathen (gentile) hits a Jew, the gentile
must be killed.
Sanhedrin 57a. A Jew need not pay a gentile ("Cuthean") the
wages owed him for work.
Baba Kamma 37b. "If an ox of an Israelite gores an ox of a
Canaanite there is no liability; but if an ox of a Canaanite gores
an ox of an Israelite...the payment is to be in full."
Baba Mezia 24a. If a Jew finds an object lost by a gentile
("heathen") it does not have to be returned. (Affirmed also in
Baba Kamma 113b). Sanhedrin 76a. God will not spare a Jew
who "marries his daughter to an old man or takes a wife for his
infant son or returns a lost article to a Cuthean..."
Sanhedrin 57a. When a Jew murders a gentile ("Cuthean"),
there will be no death penalty. What a Jew steals from a gentile
he may keep.
Baba Kamma 37b. The gentiles are outside the protection of the
law and God has "exposed their money to Israel."
Baba Kamma 113a. Jews may use lies ("subterfuges") to
circumvent a Gentile.
Yebamoth 98a. All gentile children are animals.
Abodah Zarah 36b. Gentile girls are in a state of niddah (filth)
from birth.
Abodah Zarah 22a-22b. Gentiles prefer sex with cows.

Sanhedrin 106a . Says Mary was a whore: "She who was the
descendant of princes and governors played the harlot with
carpenters." Also in footnote #2 to Shabbath 104b of the
Soncino edition, it is stated that in the "uncensored" text of the
Talmud it is written that Jesus mother, "Miriam the
hairdresser," had sex with many men.
Gittin 57a. Says Jesus is being boiled in "hot excrement."
Sanhedrin 43a. Jesus deserved execution: "On the eve of the
Passover, Yeshu (Jesus) was hanged...Do you suppose that he
was one for whom a defense could be made? Was he not a
Mesith (enticer)?"
Rosh Hashanah 17a. Christians (minnim) and others who reject
the Talmud will go to hell and be punished there for all
generations.
Shabbath 116a. Jews must destroy the books of the Christians,
i.e. the New Testament.
Dr. Israel Shahak of Hebrew University reports that the Israelis
burned hundreds of New Testament Bibles in occupied
Palestine on March 23, 1980 (cf. Jewish History, Jewish
Religion, p. 21).
Yebamoth 63a. States that Adam had sexual intercourse with all the
animals in the Garden of Eden.
Yebamoth 63a. Declares that agriculture is the lowest of occupations.
Sanhedrin 55b. A Jew may marry a three year old girl (specifically,
three years "and a day" old).
Sanhedrin 54b. A Jew may have sex with a child as long as the child is
less than nine years old.
Kethuboth 11b. "When a grown-up man has intercourse with a little
girl it is nothing."
Yebamoth 59b. A woman who had intercourse with a beast is eligible
to marry a Jewish priest. A woman who has sex with a demon is also
eligible to marry a Jewish priest.

Abodah Zarah 17a. States that there is not a whore in the world that
the Talmudic sage Rabbi Eleazar has not had sex with.
Hagigah 27a. States that no rabbi can ever go to hell.
Baba Mezia 59b. A rabbi debates God and defeats Him. God admits the
rabbi won the debate.
Pesahim 111a. It is forbidden for dogs, women or palm trees to pass
between two men, nor may others walk between dogs, women or palm
trees. Special dangers are involved if the women are menstruating or
sitting at a crossroads.
Menahoth 43b-44a. A Jewish man is obligated to say the following
prayer every day: Thank you God for not making me a gentile, a
woman or a slave.
Minor Tractates. Soferim 15, Rule 10. This is the saying of
Rabbi Simon ben Yohai: Tob shebe goyyim harog ("Even the
best of the gentiles should all be killed").
This passage is from the original Hebrew of the Babylonian Talmud as quoted by the
1907 Jewish Encyclopedia, published by Funk and Wagnalls and compiled by Isidore
Singer, under the entry, "Gentile," (p. 617).
This original Talmud passage has been concealed in translation. The Jewish
Encyclopedia states that, "...in the various versions the reading has been altered,
'The best among the Egyptians' being generally substituted." In the Soncino version:
"the best of the heathens" (Minor Tractates, Soferim 41a-b].
Israelis annually take part in a national pilgrimage to the grave of Simon ben Yohai,
to honor this rabbi who advocated the extermination of non-Jews. (Jewish Press,
June 9, 1989, p. 56B).

On Purim, Feb. 25, 1994, Israeli army officer Baruch Goldstein,
an orthodox Jew from Brooklyn, massacred 40 Palestinian
civilians, including children, while they knelt in prayer in a
mosque. Goldstein was a disciple of the late Brooklyn Rabbi
Meir Kahane, who told CBS News that his teaching that Arabs
are "dogs" is derived "from the Talmud." (CBS 60 Minutes,
"Kahane").
University of Jerusalem Prof. Ehud Sprinzak described Kahane and
Goldstein's philosophy: "They believe it's God's will that they commit
violence against goyim, a Hebrew term for non-Jews." (NY Daily News,
Feb. 26, 1994, p. 5).

Rabbi Yitzhak Ginsburg declared, "We have to recognize that Jewish
blood and the blood of a goy are not the same thing." (NY Times, June
6, 1989, p.5).
Rabbi Yaacov Perrin said, "One million Arabs are not worth a Jewish
fingernail." (NY Daily News, Feb. 28, 1994, p.6).

Moses Maimonides: Advocate of Extermination
"Moses Maimonides is considered the greatest codifier and philosopher in Jewish
history. He is often affectionately referred to as the Rambam, after the initials of his
name and title, Rabenu Moshe Ben Maimon, "Our Rabbi, Moses son of Maimon."
[Maimonides' Principles, edited by Aryeh Kaplan, Union of Orthodox Jewish
Congregations of America,, p. 3].
Here is what Maimonides (Rambam) taught concerning saving people's lives,
especially concerning saving the lives of gentiles and Christians, or even Jews who
dared to deny the "divine inspiration" of the Talmud:
Maimonides, Mishnah Torah, (Moznaim Publishing Corporation, Brooklyn, New York,
1990, Chapter 10, English Translation), p. 184: "Accordingly, if we see an
idolater (gentile) being swept away or drowning in the river, we should not
help him. If we see that his life is in danger, we should not save him." The
Hebrew text of the Feldheim 1981 edition of Mishnah Torah states this as well.
Immediately after Maimonides' admonition that it is a duty for Jews not to save a
drowning or perishing gentile, he informs us of the Talmudic duty of Jews towards
Goyim, and also towards Jews who deny the Talmud. Maimonides, Mishnah Torah,
(Chapter 10), p. 184:

"It is a mitzvah [religious duty], however, to eradicate Jewish traitors, minnim, and
apikorsim, and to cause them to descend to the pit of destruction, since they cause
difficulty to the Jews and sway the people away from God, as did Jesus of Nazareth and
his students, and Tzadok, Baithos, and their students. May the name of the wicked rot.”
**

I suggest you read these quotes several times, so that they
make a permanent impression on your attitude towards how
religious Jews see you, the Goy. MEjews control the media
in the major western countries. They control Hollywood,
publishing, and in European countries such as Germany,
Switzerland, Austria, France, etc and in Canada and

Australia, it is against the law to criticize Jews (i.e. the socalled “hate crimes”), so what I’m doing now would be
illegal. So it’s not surprising most of you reading this are
shocked.
You always thought of Jews as victims, to be pitied. That is
precisely the attitude the MEjews who manipulate your
media (and hence your mind) want you to think, so that you
continue to have guilt feelings about the (imaginary) Jewish
“Holocaust” (a puny affair in comparison with the 66M
murdered by the Jewish Communists in the 1920s in
Russia.)
Indirectly, the MEjew central banksters who engineered
WW1 and WW2 have killed several hundred million
people. There is no way that you cannot hate such people,
once you become informed. I hope this essay has made you
see Jews differently. There is a reason why Jews are
history’s most hated people. It is because they hate non
Jews so much that they express their hatred in their very
religion, thus perpetuating a vicious circle that Jews seem
unable to get out of.
There is one encouraging note I came across recently. I
read that 85% of Israelis are atheists, i.e. they look on the
Torah and the Talmud as superstitious bygones that are
irrelevant to modern living. That means that these modern
Israelis will be less influenced by Talmudic hatreds.
Another positive sign, is that in countries like the US,
Canada, Australia, etc, intermarriage between Jews and
Goy is high, e.g. about 80% of young Jews in the US are

marrying Goy, so the children of these mixed race
marriages will be less Jewish in their attitudes.
My hope is that via such intermarriage, Jewishness can die
out, and be absorbed into the much larger Goy culture, so
that one of the worst influences on the Goy can cease to
exist. I read that the “threat” of assimilation is one of the
greatest fears of modern rabbis. It is rabbis who are largely
responsible for Jewish anti-Goyism, because it is they who
pass on Talmudic teachings to the next generation of smart
Jews. Indirectly they are responsible for the greatest of
crimes against humanity in the 20th century that the world
has ever seen, i.e. over 200 million people killed in world
wars, holocausts (e.g. the Russian holocaust), purges, etc.
that I mentioned earlier. I have no doubt, that if Jews,
especially the MEjews, never existed, the world would
have been a far happier place. This is not a rhetorical
statement. I make it based on the evidence.

